K-PP children have been busy designing a city in the block corner. Their city includes homes, shopping complexes, hospitals and roads. It has been fascinating to observe the thinking skills, discussion around design and cooperation this play experience has allowed.

The learning that has occurred in this play base experience include:

**Geography:**
Learning about places people live.

**Math:**
Shape recognition, spacial awareness, location, vocabulary.

**English:**
Vocabulary such as sky, scraper and harbour.
In Health we have focused on Healthy Living. We have discussed food that is good to eat and food that is not good for our bodies, we call this a ‘sometimes food’. We designed our own healthy dinner and Pre-Primaries wrote a menu to go with their meal.

We have observed what sugary drinks do to our teeth by soaking a boiled egg in coke. This is what would happen to our teeth if we didn’t brush after eating and drinking sugary foods.

Look what coke does to my teeth.

Thank you P&F for the new games and toys you provided for our classroom.